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Playtesting Set Up
To collect our player’s opinion about our game, we prepared a questionnaire in Google
Forms. The questionnaire explains everything step by step. So our testers have a guide on
what to do. Every tester was given the link and they could decide when to test it. We tried
to be available during the test to answer their questions, if there were any.

We provided them with a Windows build version and a MacOS build version, so that our
testers can have more freedom on choosing their own playing environment.

Playtesting Questionnaire Structure Overview

0.  Welcoming and general information

1.  General and Personal Questions

2.  How to connect to each other

3.  Tell us which role*s you played
3.1 I played as Slender Man

3.2 I played as the Guards

3.3 I played both, Slender Man and the Guards

3.3.1 Rate Game Overall

3.3.2 Rate the multiplayer aspect of the game

3.3.3 Rate XY's abilities

3.3.4 Rate the XY’s items

3.3.5 Usability and User Interface (UI)

3.3.6 Rate the sound effects

3.3.7 Rate score, time, difficulty, perception of the other player, feeling of

being in control

4. Overall Impression

5. Thank you!
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Feedback
In general, our asymmetric stealth game is evaluated as “funny”.

The network connection setup seems to work well and it did not pose further problems.

With the help of our testers, we could discover some bugs that happen in edge cases,
which we did not think of in the development, thus difficult to be found by ourselves.

In the first few games the testers could freely decide which role to play. This resulted in the
discovery of a bug, where only the hosting Slender Man could buy items and upgrade his
abilities. The client Slender Man could only buy items but not upgrade his abilities.
Therefore, we told our later testers that the host of the game has to play Slender Man.

For Guards players, a bug concerning the camera switching has once been observed. The
problem is that the player switches the control of the guard but the camera does not
follow. This bug only happened in the early stage of development and has not happened
since we fixed it. It still remains unknown why the bug occurred, but it conveys that our
implementation is defective.

The visual cue for the wayfinding in the game is reported to be not sufficiently clear. Since
some testers considered themselves as gamers and are used to entering the game without
going through the tutorial carefully, and games nowadays are generally having informative
instructions during the game, they found it was not straightforward to understand what
they are supposed to do at every stage of the game. For example, some testers didn’t know
they should click on the character to choose him in the lobby. They also wished there could
be a conspicuous cue for the ready button.

Most testers provided feedback, that we have to make the controls and interaction with
objects more intuitive. For example, the basic interaction key for Slender Man is holding E,
but opening doors requires pressing F. Additionally you also need to aim (by holding right
click) at the object you want to interact with. This was mentioned in our Tutorial, but since
most players didn’t follow it carefully, they were confused.

Some testers, mostly non-gamers and casual gamers, read the whole tutorial really
carefully and tried to memorize everything. This ended up in taking them about 20 min to 1
hour to just finish reading the tutorial. When they finally played the game, they realized
that they had forgotten almost everything. So they had to figure out the controls while
playing again. Some players also did not use all the items and abilities they had at hand,
because they simply forgot them or it was too difficult to figure it out while also
concentrating on successfully playing and winning the game.
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Almost all testers mentioned doors in some way, like the opening mechanic, the fact that
they push the player into walls when he opens them or the guards AI getting stuck because
of open doors.

Questionnaire Results

Demographic Data
We asked 22 people from our social circle to playtest our game, so the age distribution is
not wide and ranges between 20-30 years. About 70% of them have a lot of experience with
video games and play regularly. 8 enjoy casual, 4 enjoy competitive and 10 enjoy both types
of games and since the game is aimed to be interesting for both types of players, we have a
good representation. All players have experience with keyboard and mouse, which are our
current input devices.

In the questionnaire we asked them to play at least once, with each game consisting of
three different levels. Most players played two or more games, because they wanted to try
the other role and implement their experience from the first game.

General
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Reading from the diagram, the game was overall exciting and fun for most players.
Although the game did not allow for most players to play the way they wanted to, due to
some bugs (like some doors not opening/ closing). The opinions about, if the game system
was easy to learn or to use are diverging.

Multiplayer Aspect of the Game
Having another player made our game more interesting for almost all players. Some
players communicated via voice and felt the need to communicate with the other player
during the game. But there were also some players, who did not feel the need to
communicate via chat, voice, emojis and so on.
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The other player was relevant for the game, they did see/ interacted with each other
actively (eg. shooting) or passively (eg. traps) and had an impact on their actions. However,
the interaction felt chaotic for some players.

Playing the Game as Slender Man
The game as Slender Man was just right for most people, with the tendency towards
difficult. Playing as Slender Man was enjoyable to very enjoyable. About a half of the
Slender Man players perceived the guard player as fair and easy. The other half perceived
the guard player as challenging and even too powerful.

The Invisibility was perceived as very useful, as well as the Shapeshift, which allowed
Slender Man to jump through windows. The opinions on the Fear varied greatly. The
cooldowns were fair for most players and the ability display was helpful.
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Slender Man’s items were not used that often, so most players had a neutral opinion on
them.

For the valuables, we had only two big golden balls in each house. People wanted and tried
to steal the big plushies, the big golden Buddha statue and many other decorations.

Playing the Game as the Guards
The game as the Guards was difficult for most people. Playing as the Guards was mediocre
to enjoyable. About a half of the Guards players perceived the Slender Man player as fair,
easy or irrelevant. The other half perceived him as challenging or too powerful.

The guards AI was seen as easy/dumb by most players, which is most likely due to the fact,
that they often get stuck on open doors and do nothing for the rest of the game, unless the
player saves them. The ability to switch between guards, and the number of guards in the
level were useful and the amount of bullets sufficient. The opinions on the shooting
mechanic were mixed, but most players agree that they would need more feedback
whether they hit Slender Man.
The items were perceived as cheap and their placing was intuitive for most players. The
monitoring camera, which was supposed to be the counter to the powerful invisibility skill,
was declared as useless by most of the testers. The lock was sometimes useful and the trap
was the most favored item.

Conclusion / Planned Improvements
At the end of the questionnaire players were requested to give feedback on what they
liked, disliked and what change they would like to see. After they played, we also concluded
a short informal interview to see their impressions.

The players liked our stealth aspect of the game. Some enjoyed playing Slender Man, trying
to outplay the guards and liked the Invisibility Skill a lot. Some others enjoyed playing
Guards and being the “Chasers” with multiple guards to control and position. Other people
commented positively on our aesthetics and liked the decorations inside the houses. The
multiplayer aspect was liked by everyone and the random player/child spawns were
perceived as interesting and contributed to the replayability value.

To incorporate the feedback on disliked aspects and problems, we plan to adjust the doors
and guards AI to function in a better way and fix the severe bugs and inconveniences that
hinder the gameplay. Fortunately, we didn’t have many problems and the game in its
current state is playable and fun.
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Improving the tutorial to contain pop-ups and help within the game, or even creating a
separate level for an interactive tutorial would be a good goal, however we don’t think we
can do it in time. By improving the controls and giving more visual feedback we aim to
achieve a more intuitive gameplay feeling so the players can learn by playing and receive
feedback on what they can do.

The current tutorial uses lots of text explanations with video examples and it takes a lot of
time to read and watch through everything, so players are unlikely to memorize everything.
We want to shorten it to only contain essential information and explain how to play.

Overall we met our goal of a fun multiplayer stealth game, which has both competitive and
non-competitive players as the target group.

Further Diagrams
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